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Company: يبات

Location: united arab emirates

Category: other-general

Senior Product DesignerDepartment: DesignEmployment Type: Full TimeLocation:

RemoteReporting To: Dmitry KutinDescription

Tabby creates financial freedom in the way people shop, earn and save by reshaping their

relationship with money. Over 5,000,000 active users choose Tabby to stay in control of their

spending and make the most out of their money.

Over 30,000 global brands and small businesses, including H&M, Adidas, IKEA, SHEIN,

noon, and Bloomingdale's, use Tabby's technology to accelerate growth and gain loyal

customers by offering flexible payments online and in stores. Tabby is active in Saudi

Arabia, UAE, Egypt and Kuwait and backed by leading investors, including Sequoia Capital

India, STV, PayPal Ventures, Mubadala Investment Capital, Arbor Ventures and others.About

The Role

We are looking for an experienced designer in our back office that covers a few teams. First

one is an internal support platform which aims to streamline support agents workflow, impact

and enhance the quality of customer experience. Another one is our back office and

administrative services. While these teams are not directly involved in selling products or

services to customers, they are crucial for maintaining the infrastructure and efficiency of the

organization.

You'll be working in a dynamic, rapidly evolving environment with the following

responsibilities:

Influence the shape of the product with research and data while executing design work
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using high-quality wireframes, mockups, user journeys, and cross-platform interactive

prototypes.

Work closely with designers, product managers, developers, and other stakeholders to

ensure designs are feasible and implemented correctly. Run and participate in design

reviews and provide constructive feedback.

Be the mastermind for your design team and mentor your team mates.

Collaborate with the User Research team to learn how users interact with products and services

firsthand.

Create a unified, end-to-end experience through close collaboration with team members from

across the product and brand design teams.

Participate in design demos and share your work regularly with the product and company

leadership.

Understand the array of technical constraints, user goals, and business requirements that

shape a modern product.

Key Responsibilities

You have a portfolio that demonstrates a track record of crafting and delivering digital B2B

products that align customer needs with company objectives. A background in fintech /

banking / payment solutions is a huge plus.

You always think in systems and are able to recognize, extrapolate and extend shared

patterns and behaviors. You believe the project structure and internal logic is as important (if

not more), as the visual outcome.

You are highly proficient in both storytelling and craftsmanship, feel comfortable working on

both broad concepts and quick tactical tasks.

You have excellent UI skills and an eye for detail.

You are data driven and are keen on testing and iterating your work.

You are experienced in designing for multiple platforms (Web Desktop & Mobile, iOS +

Android).ß

You have experience conducting user research, participating in customer conversations,

script development, and other research activities.

You know Figma inside and out and enjoy exploring new ways of improving your design

workflow.

You are fluent in English, have great communication skills and are able to clearly articulate

your vision and decision-making process while working within a highly collaborative,



cross-functional team.
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